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AN ADDRESS
To the Numerous and Respectable Inhabitants of the
Great and Extensive DISTRICT of MAINE.
FRIENDS; BRETHREN and FELLOW- CITIZENS, of this important DISTRICT.
The time draweth nigh, when ye must be, as the GOD of NATURE, intended
ye should be , a FREE, SOVEREIGN and INDEPENDENT STATE.
Convinced of this truth, your Senators and Representatives, in the GENERAL COURT,
had two several meetings, in the TOWN of BOSTON, for the purpose of taking into
consideration the propriety and expediency of now attempting to obtain the sense of this
DISTRICT, as to procuring from the Legislatures of the UNION and of
MASSACHUSETTS
their respective consent to a Separation of this District from the State of MASSACHUSETTS. Having chose the * Representative from Pownalburough, their Chairman,
they proceeded to discuss this very important question; and on Tuesday the 22d day
of February, they resolved, by a majority of near four to one, that the sense of this
District ought now to be taken, on the propriety of such Seperation; and their Chairman was then requested to move in the House of Representatives, on the next day,
that the Petition of the Portland Convention, preferred to the Legislature in the year
1786, and remaining upon the files of the House, should be called up and so far [[illeg.]
upon as to obtain and order or resolve, that the Selectmen of each Town and Plantation
within our DISTRICT, should be directed, to insert in their warrant, for calling a
Town Meeting, for the choice of Town Officers, or as soon after as might be an Article
notifying their respective Towns and Plantations to take into consideration, at such meeting, and then determine upon, the propriety and expediency of applying to the Legislatures
of the UNION and of MASSACHUSETTS for their respective content, that the District of
MAINE should be allowed forthwith to seperate from MASSACHUSETTS, and become,
and be, a distinct, FREE, SOVEREIGN and INDEPENDENT STATE.
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The Chairman, in conformity to such their request accordingly, accordingly, on the next
day
(Wednesday the 23d of the same month) made such motion in the House of Representatives; which was supported by several of the Members from MAINE; whereupon
the House as signed the next day (Thursday the 24) for taking up the subject at large.
In debating this question, on such assigned day, strong opposition was experienced to
the motion, and that principally from the Boston Seat, whose united force was collected to oppose the wished-for notification. The members of that Seat pretended that
the petition of the Portland Convention did not speak the sentiments of the District; that if a seperation was now actually desired, the inhabitants might convene in CountyConventions, or otherwise to express, to the GENERAL COURT, their wishes and requests; - and that to agree to the present motion, and order such notification, would
be as absurd, as it would be, for a man wantonly and deliberately to cut off a limb from
his own body. Such was the general tenor and substance of the arguments made use
of, by the opposers of the motion. In answer, it was urged that, whereas it was
insisted upon by the other side, that the petition of the Portland Convention, did not
speak the sentiments of the inhabitants of MAINE, the truth of the fact would be undeniably ascertained if the present motion prevailed and the notification issued; That
such notification would save great expence and prevent much delay; and that it must
seem
*JOHN GARDINER, Esq.

em very singular and hard indeed, to refuse to so respectable a part of the whole community, such an order of notification - an order never before refused or denied to any
private individual whatever. The House adjourned to the afternoon, when the question was to have been taken up again; but other important Business, which had been
before assigned for that afternoon, being suddenly entered upon, such of your representatives as were for the motion’s obtaining, concluded that it was better, perhaps, to
let the matter rest until your sentiments could be had in another way; although
they had no doubt from the known Candour, Justice and Equity of the House,
but they should finally prevail in the motion, if they should persevere. A majority
of your Representatives, as well as of your Senators, think the proposed Separation big with
many and very important advantages to our District, and some of the former take
this method of submitting to your serious and candid consideration, a series of Facts
which have persuaded them, and which may possibly convince each one of you, of the
present happy Circumstances, and particular Situation of our Country,
FIRST.
CONGRESS has lately assumed the greater part of the State’s Debt the remaining unassumed part of which does not exceed a Million and a half Dollars: - To pay
which, there is above L.100,000, in Continental Paper, now in the Treasury, about L.30,000 due, and coming from Messi’rs Gorbam and Phelps, on their bond, for
the one third part of the Commonwealth’s pre-emptive right in the Western Territory
or Genesee Lands; and L.100,000, payable with interest, from Samuel Ogden, Esq.
for the remaining two thirds of that right. Besides these several sums, half a Million
of acres of Land, in this District (which contains, in the whole, above ten Millions of
acres) hath been lately sold for as much as [?] ; out of which, L.70,000, has
been actually received. When all the aforesaid Sums are paid into the Treasury, the
Commonwealth, it is supposed, will owe not more than L.150,000 - a Sum too trifling to operate against a Seperation; as MAINE, in that case, will have only about
[L.15,000?] of that Sum to account for, or charge themselves with; while at the same
time, they will be entitled to a full tenth part of all the unlocated Lands in this District,
as their just proportion of the public property of the present Commonwealth, and which
tenth part will, most probably, sell for more than ten times what such their part or
proportion of the Commonwealth’s Debt will then amount to. It is however rather
to be believed, that the Commonwealth will be soon free from all Debts; for when
the Debt due from the general Government to MASSACHUSETTS is finally liquidated, it is not doubted but that the Continent will fall largely in arrear to this Commonwealth; in which case, upon a seperation, we shall have to receive largely, and nothing
to pay at parting.
SECONDLY.
CONGRESS have already seperated us into a destinct District, by ourselves, for certain
purposes; so that, thus far, we are already seperated from MASSACHUSETTS.
thirdly.
We are so locally situated, that we seem, as it were, by nature seperated from MASSACHUSETTS, by reason of the intervention of the State of NEW-HAMPSHIRE, be
tween this DISTRICT and MASSASSACHUSETTS.
FOURTHLY.
The governmental Taxes, at present, operate very unequally upon us; it being much
easier for our fellow citizens of this government, who live westward of the State of
NEW-HAMPSHIRE, to procure Specie to defray their taxes with, than our poor, hardy
yeomanry, dwelling near, or upon the borders of the wilderness.
FIFTHLY.
The Clerk’s Office of the Supreme Judicial Court, being kept at Boston, occasions
very great expence and hardship, and is attended with pecuiar difficulty and inconvenience to the inhabitants of this District, who are obliged to go, or send up to that office,
(which lies above fifty miles to the westward of the most westerly line of the intervening State of NEW-HAMPSHIRE) for every paper they may want to carry on, or defend,
their Suits in such Court, while sitting within this District.
[?YTHLY.]

SIXTHLY,
The great expence and inconvenience experienced by your senators and representatives, who are now obliged to travel so far to the General Court, and partly through
another State, are great and notorious.
SEVENTHLY.
The number of Souls within the DISTRICT of MAINE, is nearly double to the
numbers in Rhode-Island, or in the State of DELAWARE, - about equal to the number
of whites in GEORGIA, - greater in numbers than in VERMONT, - and within a few
thousands of the numbers in the adjoining State of NEW-HAMPSHIRE, which continues to seperate this District from MASSACHUSETTS.
EIGHTHLY.
The population of this DISTRICT must rapidly increase, upon our becoming
independent, as thousands would annually come and settel among us, had we the Power
to exempt their Polls and Estates from State, Town and County Taxes, for a given
number of years - which is what we assuredly should enact, if sound policy should
govern our then Legislature.
NINTHLY.
With all due deference, is now submitted to your own good Sense and Discernment,
whether there ever was a time so favourable or proper, as the present, to take the Sense
of the good People of the District, relative to petitioning the several Legislatures
of the Union, and of MASSACHUSETTS, for their respective Consent, to our Seperation from that State; whose Constitution of Government is so soon to be revised, as
in the year 1795, (only four years hence) by which time, with every lawful Exertion
in the intermediate Space, we shall not be found more than able to put a finishing
hand to the intended new Government,, and get it into operation.
Upon the Whole,
It it is submitted to your most serious Consideration, whether it will not now be
proper and expedient, for all the Towns and Plantations, in the DISTRICT, to require their Selectmen, to insert in their warrant for calling a Town-Meeting, in
MAY, for the Choice of a Representative, an article, for their Town, at such Meeting,
to take into Consideration, the propriety of petitioning the GENERAL COURT, at
their next Session, for their Consent to our seperation from MASSACHUSETTS, and
of being forthwith erected into a distinct, seperate, free, sovereign, and independent
State, on such Terms and upon such Conditions, as are fair, just, and reasonable; or that, otherwise they will then instruct the Senators for the several Counties within
the DISTRICT, and their several Representatives, to use their most strenuous efforts to
effect the same; and that the numbers who may respectively vote,at such Meeting, for or
against the question, may be taken down minuted upon the Town Books, at such
Meeting, and attested by the Town-Clerk and the Selectmen, who may be then present;
in order that the real Sentiments of the Voters, for and against such question, may be fully
known and truly ascertained. - If such a proceeding be congenial to your sentiments,
you will adopt it, and thus, in a legal way, with Decency and Propriety, make known
your Request to the Legislature - but whether you adopt this Method or not, at present; every Town that hath a right to send a Representative, is earnestly requested to
send to the next General Court - this will command Attention and Respect, as it will
add Weight and Dignity to our DISTRICT, and procure from the Legislature, more
effectual Relief and Assistance, than we generally procure from a thin Representation,
who cannot know all Wants, or be perfectly acquainted with all the Circumstances
of every part of the DISTRICT.
A number of our REPRESENTATIVES.
March, 1791.

